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This user guide will equip you with

the knowledge of how to get KTP

tokens and receive unique KTP

staking rewards!

How to claim KTP rewards

Claim Rewards



How to 
Connect  
MetaMask
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1. Click Connect Button

Click on the “Connect Wallet” 

button to connect to the 

widget with your MetaMask 

wallet

2. Choose Your Account

Choose the wallet that you 

wish to link to your account. 

If you only have one option, 

select that one

3. Confirm on Connect

Once you are done with 

selecting your account, click 

on “Connect” to confirm the 

connection
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1. Input Desired Amount

Choose desired tokens, use 

the middle arrows to set 

direction of your swap, and 

input the amount you would 

like to swap

2. Access to Tokens

If this is the first time you are 

swapping a token, you will 

be prompted to allow the 

widget to access your tokens 

for the swap

3. Swap the Tokens

Once access has been given 

and confirmed, you will then 

need to click on the Swap 

button to confirm the 

transaction

Swap direction
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Stake
Tokens

If this is your first stake, you 
will be prompted to grant 
access to KTP tokens

2.In the staking module, open 
the “Stake” tab, enter the 
amount and click "Stake”

1. The widget will prompt 
you to add KTP to 
MetaMask so that it is 
viewable in wallet

3.

How to Stake KTP Tokens



Unstake
Tokens

Input the number of tokens 
you would like to unstake 
or hit “MAX” to unstake all 

2.In the staking module, open 
the “Unstake” tab to access 
the unstaking function

1. Click on “Unstake” button 
and confirm the transaction 
to receive your KTP back

3.

How to Unstake KTP Tokens



Claim
Rewards

Check your rewards amount 
and see whether you have 
any available for claiming

2.In the staking module, open 
the “Rewards” tab to access 
your KTP rewards

1. Click on the “Claim” button 
and confirm the transaction 
to receive KTP rewards

3.

How to Claim KTP Rewards



Thank you

KryptoPips
The world’s first multi-broker rewards coin


